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Many problems is analysis reduce to solving an equation Au=f, where 
A is an operator on a space into another space, u is the unknown, and f 
is a given element. The existence of a local solution near a trivial solution 
u0 of Au, = 0, where 0 is near f, is usually solved by the classical implicit 
function theorem. As a matter of fact, the Picard iteration procedure is 
used. Unfortunately, this procedure cannot be applied in some problems of 
partial differential equations. These cases occur if the loss of derivatives 
appears [6, 7, 31. To get around this difficulty a more sophisticated 
iteration procedure is needed. Moser [ 1 ] has found such a method which 
enables one to handle a loss of derivatives by using a rapidly converging 
iteration scheme. The Nash-Moser technique is nicely described in the 
papers [S, lo]. 
We prove in this paper several theorems on the existence of solutions, 
with the application to several types of specific problems. The main interest 
is that in many cases these results can be used in situations which up to 
now have required the Nash-Moser implicit function theorem, yet they 
have classical proofs. We also apply abstract results to show the existence 
of local invariant manifolds for singularly perturbed ordinary differential 
equations and we give a simple proof of a theorem of J. Moser for invariant 
tori [l]. 
The plan of our paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present proofs of 
several existence theorems in an abstract setting in a scale of Hilbert spaces. 
The hypotheses are those commonly found in problems which have up to 
now required the application of the Nash-Moser technique, however, the 
results have classical proofs based on the degree of mappings [S]. We shall 
give in the proof of Theorem 2.8 a new iteration procedure which retains 
supergeometric convergence properties. We require obligations only for the 
linearization of our equation. This is the main advance of this theorem. 
Section 3 of the paper presents applications of the theorems of Section 2. 
There are demonstrated proofs of the above mentioned theorems of 
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J. Moser and of the existence of local invariant manifolds for singularly 
perturbed ODE?. Most applications concern singular perturbation 
problems in ODE’s or PDE’s. We study the existence of periodic solutions 
of these equations. Similar results have been solved in [3, 5-71. 
There is sketched a set of problems for which Theorem 2.8 can be 
applied. The required obligations of Theorem 2.8 for a linearized problem 
is warranted by the validity of certain two inequalities for a linearized 
equation. 
Finally, we show the existence of the bifurcation phenomenon of Hopf 
[2] which occurs for some two-dimensional singularly perturbed ordinary 
differential equations of the second order. 
2. SEVERAL ABSTRACT THEOREMS 
Let H,, H,, H,, be Hilbert spaces with the properties 
(i) H, c H,, (r > s > 0) and H, is compactly embedded into H,, i.e., 
Hs33;3Ho 
(ii) there exists an orthogonal projection P,: H, + H, c H,, 
P,: H, c Ho + H, c H, (we consider the restriction of P,: H, + H, c H, to 
H,) for each natural number N such that dim R, < co, R, = Im P, and 
IV-P,)4o~N-” 14, 
IP,ul,< If-” IUI, foreachuEURN. 
(+I 
Now we consider an operator A( .): H, + Y(H,, H,) such that 
I4u)4sGc.(l+ Mf, 
(A(u)u, u),Bc Il&d,O<d<c 
(A(ub, u),2c M-w + 14J2, d, > 0, 
where U, UE lJ R,, 1~1,~ 1 and (., .)i is a scalar product in Hj. 
THEOREM 2.1. The equation A(u)u = h, h E H, has a solution z for each 
small I h I s if the mapping A( . ). : H, + H, c H,, we can continuously extend on 
H, and 2r < 3s. 
Proof: We put A(e.u)u-h=B(u), eER. Then for a small e>O the 
operator B has the properties 
(B(u), u)o>c l&?-d- Ihlo 
(B(u), u),2c I+d- Ihls~l~l, for u~u R,, lulO< 1. 
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For Ihlo<c--dand UEUR~, lul,=l we have 
(B(u), u),Bc-d- lhlo>O. 
We take i?o 1 such that c.R2-d- Ihl;R>O and we put W,= {WERE, 
IwlO< 1, jwl,<R}. We solve the equation 
P,B(u) = 0, ME w,. 
We see that W, is a convex set containing 0 and for w E 8 W, we have 
Iwl,=l or Iwls=R Moreover (P,B(u),u),>O for lul,=l and 
(P,B(u), u), >O for Iti/,= 1, where UE W,. Hence deg(P,B( .), W,, 0) = 
deg(Zdent., W,, 0) = 1. Thus for each NE JV we have a zN such that 
IZNICI G 1, IZ,l,<R and P,B(z,) = 0. 
Further IhJlo d IV- hJW,J + WCh = IV-W WJlo < 
N-” IB(z,,,)I, < N-“. c . (1 + Iz,Jf) < N-” . c + c. N-” . N2(r--S). i?. Since 
2r < 3s we see that B(z,,,) + 0 in H,. Finally, we note that H, is compactly 
embedded into H,, and B: H, -+ Ho is continuous. Moreover, we have 
Ihl,.lzl,~c.lzl~-dand hence 
IzI <‘h’o+c’d<c2.(lhl +d) 01 
Cl 
0 . 
By the same way we obtain 
THEOREM 2.2. Let L: H, + H, be a continuous linear mapping, 
J: H, + H,, be a continuous linear mapping, H, c H, c H,, 33 Ho, H,, is a 
Banach space, F: H, + H, and we have for Iu( o < 1, u E U RN 
(Lu, Ju),>c. Iulf, Wu, Ju)o2c Iul;, I V(u), Ju)ol G c, 
IV’(u), Ju),l 6c.(l+ blf,, Ir;(u)l,~c.(1+ lul,) 
and 
JfH, + H, is invertible. 
We consider the equation G(u) = Lu + e . F(u) = 0, e E R. Then this equation 
has a solution for each small e if G: H, + H, c Ho we can continuously 
extend on Ho. 
Proof: We put W,= {WERE, Iwlo<l, Iwl,<l}. We solve P,G(u)=O 
in W, and it is clear that 
deg(p,G(.), W,, 0) = deg(J/H,, W,, 0) ~0. 
We proceed as in Theorem 2.1. 
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Remark 2.3. If H,=H,. then we have I(F(u),Ju)J,~1F(u)l;IJu(,b 
c~(l+lul,)~lul,; lul,,<l, and u~Uf7~. 
Remark 2.4. The equation A(u)u+ P(u)=h, where A is the operator 
from Theorem2.1 and P: H,+H, satisfies IP(e.u)lo<o(e), (P(e.u)lS< 
c.o(e)+(l +IuI,), for UEU R,, lujO< 1, has the same proof as in 
Theorem 2.1. 
T~OREM 2.5. Let F: H, + H, be a C2-mapping and 
(mu)& u),+ (I+ I~l,)2~c+Is, F(0) = 0, 
(Wu)u, u)o 2 c. bI& lF(u)l,<c~(l+lul,) for wEU~~,I4Oa. 
Zf F can be continuously extended on H, and r < 2s then for each small h the 
equation F(u) = h has a solution. 
Proof. We try to solve the equation P,F(u) = P,h, u E R, using the 
continuation method 
1 u= u’= (P,DF(u))-’ P,h 
u(0) = 0. 
We see that (u’,h),+(l+l~~,)~2~-(~‘1~, c~Iulo<lhlo. Thus lu’ls< 
~.(lh~,+~ul~) and by the GromwaIl lemma 
I4lNs~c~lhls~ PNF(u( 1)) = P,h. 
Now we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let F: H, -+ H, and L: H, + H, be a continuous linear 
mapping with the properties 
wu, 4~c+I~, w&2c+l~, If’(u)l,Gc.(l+ 14s)r 
IF(uh, G c for each uE u RN, lulO< 1. 
Zf G(u)= Lu+ e. F(u)- h, h E H,, can be continuously extended on H,; 
i.e., G: Ho + H, is continuous and r c 2s then the equation G(u) = 0 has a 
solution for each small e E R h. 
Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Now we unite Theorems 2.6 and 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let LI, J have the properties from Theorem 2.2 with 
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H,, = H, and L, has the properties from Theorem 2.6. Let us consider the 
equation 
Q(u, 0): 
L,u-e.F(u, o)=O 
L,v - e .G(u, u) = 0, 
where F,G:H,xH,-tH,xH,andeER. If 
IF(u, v)lo, IG(u, u)Io<c, r < 2s 
IFlu, ~)I,, IG(u, o)l,Gc.(l + lul,+ 14s) for each u, u E U R,, 
(uIO, lulO<l, and Q:H,xH,+H,xH,cH,xH, can be continuously 
extended on H, x H,. Then this equation has a solution for each small e. 
Finally, we give a new iteration scheme which enables us to set obliga- 
tions only for a competent linearized problem. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let H,, r 2 0 be a decreasing scale of Banach spaces; i.e., 
H,,cH, if r1>r2, and F: H, + H, is a Cl-mapping, r-s > 0 is constant. 
Let P,: H,, + n H, # 0 be a projection for each natural number N 
satisfying the inequalities ( + ) for any v E n H, and dim E7jN < 00, R, = 
Im P,. Suppose that the linear equation 
P,DF(u)v = P,h 
has a unique solution VER, for each ME U n,, lu10 < 1 such that 
MO 6 Ihlo, 14,~c.(Ihls.Nd+(1 + blr.Ihl3h 
where a > 0, d > 0, c = c(r, s) > 0 are constant. 
Ifrissufficientlylarge, IF(u)l,<c.(l+lul,)foreachu~nH,, lulO<l, 
F(0) = 0 and F: H, + H, c Ho can be continuously extended on H,,. Then the 
equation F(u) = h has a solution for each small h. 
Proof We put the following iteration scheme 
Ui(t)=(P,DFi-,(V,(t)))-‘P,hi-1 
u,(O) = 0, tE (0, I>, ukw%,, i2 1, 
where hi=h-F(u,(l)+ ... +Vi(l))y Fi(u)=F(u+~,(l)+ ... +vi(I))- 
F(u,(l)+ ... +ui(l)), h,=h, F,,=F. Now we try to find numbers CC, fl, Ni 
such that 
l~il,<N~, Ihils~N~,Ni~oo,Ni<Ni+1, where vi = vi( .). 
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We can suppose c= 1. It is clear that PN,hi=O and Iui+,(t)l,< Ihilo, 
O<t<l. Thus 
~~~+~(~)l~~lhil~~N~+:+l+~lwil~+loi+~I~~~lhil~~ 
Ihi+lls< IhI,+ l+ IWjlr+ I~j+llrr wi=(“I + “’ +vi)(r). 
Further 
~ui+l~,~~hi~~d~ui+,~,.N~~~~N~~-S)~a 
and if 
Ny;. N!fl-“‘.“< 1 
then by the Gronwall lemma 
I”i+~~t~l~~c~~~Ihil~~N~+:+lwil~~lhil~~~ 
Thus for c1 = 1 we have 
IUi+,(t)l,~N~‘N~+:,+Nj-S’IWils’lhil~ 
~N~.N~+l+iNj-“+(B-S)a<<Nq+, 
and 
Iwilr+ Iui+IIr<iNr-S+r+N;rs+a<N~+:. 
If b=r-s+a+ 1 then 
iW”‘” +Njrs+“~(i+l)N~J,‘<N~+,. 
We compute 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
r-~+++((B-S)~a=r-S+++((r-22s+tx+1).a 
=r~(1+a)-s(l+2a)+a+a(l+u). (2.3) 
Further we need by (2.1) and (2.2) 
Nf.N;+:,<f+N;+, and Ni + 1 < N”‘” - fl)/(r - S) I 
Hence 
21/k-4 . @/k-d’ < Nj+ 1 < N”‘“-,%/“-S) I 2 a > d. (2.4) 
We obtain by (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4) 
r(1 +a)-S(l+2u)+u+cl(l +a)<& B - 
a-d 
< 4s - 8) -. 
r-s 
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d<cc<S(l +2a)-r(l +a)-a 
a 
We solve the second inequality and obtain 
a.cr2+cr(r(l+a)--s(l+2a)+a-ad) 
+((r-.s)+l).(r-s)+d(2as--ar-a)<O. 
If D2 = (r(1 +a)-~(1 +2a)+a-ad)2-4a((r-s+ l).(r--s)+ 
d(a . (2s - r) -a)) > 0 then the above quadratic equation has real roots for 
a sufficiently large r (r 9 1). Now if 
s(l+2a)-r(1 +a)-a 
a 
> 
s(l+2a)-r(l+a)+a-ad-D 
2a 
-2d as r%l 
s(l+2a)-r(l+a)-a 
>d 
a 
s(l+2a)-r(1 +a)+a-ad+D,d 
2a 
then we can find the desired u and B. Since r-s is constant we see that the 
above inequalities are satisfied for r large. Now we fix ~1, B and we compute 
a@- /3)/(r -s) > 1 if r $1. Hence we can choose Ni such that Ni+i = NT 
for some constant e > 1. Finally, we have 
(hjlo~N!B~S)~N!S~‘)‘a I+1 
and the proof is finished. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
It is well known [ 1 ] that Theorem 2.1 covers the theorem of Moser 
about invariant tori for ordinary differential equations. Indeed, the 
existence of invariant tori is reduced to a differential equation of the first 
order which is quasilinear 
n au jTl aj--+b(x, U)U=h(x)y 
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where aj, b, u are periodic in x E R”. We set 
A(u)u = i a’(x, u) g + b(x, u)u. 
j= 1 J 
The inequalities of Theorem 2.1 for A( .). are satisfied by results of the 
paper [l]. In this case the spaces H, have the form 
H,= {u: Rn+ R”, uisperiodicinxandIu.(-d)“u<co, 
s=Oors=r}, 
where A is the Laplacian. 
Now we find a local invariant manifold [9] for the following equation 
W, Y, e) . Y’ = f(x, Y, 2, e) 
x’ = g(x, Y, 6 e), 
(3.1) 
where x E R”, y E R”, e E RP, D = diag(a, , . . . . a,,), aiE C”, J g are 
2z-periodic in t and we suppose that 
(i) f(x, 0, t, 0) = 0, D,f(x, 0, t, 0) = C(t) are positive definite; i.e., 
(C(.)y, y)ab.Iyl’forsomeconstantb>Oandeach lx1<1/2, tER,here 
( ., . ) is a scalar product 
(ii) if g= (gl, . . . . g,) and 
a= max 
1x1 G 1/2,k,i,J, <O,Zn) 
& (gi(Xp 0, t, O).aj(x, 0,O)) , 
Igi(Xy 0, t, 0) .aj(X, 0,O)l 
1 
then a/b is sufficiently small; i.e., a/b 4 1. 
(iii) a,(., .,e)#O for ej>O,j=l, . . . . p, e=(e,, . . . . ep). 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists a C ‘-function H: B, x R x US + R”, B, = 
{XE R”, 1x1 <s}, US= {eE RP, lel <s} for some s, such that 
(i) the graph of H(., ., e) is a local invariant manlyold of (3.1) for 
e, > 0 
(ii) H is 2x-periodic in t 
(iii) H( ., ., 0) = 0. 
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Proof. First, we rewrite (3.1) in the form 
D(x, y, e). y’ = C(t) Y +.0x, Y, t, e) - C(t) y 
x’ = g(x, Y, t, e). 
We multiply the functions D, f - C( . ) y, g by s(x), where s E C “(R”, R), 
support s c B1,2, s/Bl14 = 1. The new functions we also denote by D, S, g. 
Hence we can consider the equation 
D(x, Y, e). y’ = C(t) Y + f(x, Y, t, e) 
(3.1’) 
x’ = d-5 y, 1, e), 
where D=O,f=O, g=O for each x, y, t, e, and [xl<;. The graph of a 
function y = h(x, t, e) is a local invariant manifold of (3.1’) for a small e, 
ei>O if 
Db, h, e). (D,h(x, t, e). dx, h, 6 e) + D,h(x, t, e)) 
= C(t)h +f(x, h, t, e). 
We solve this equation in the spaces 
H,={q:R”xR~Rn,q(x,t)is271-periodicinx,t,andSq.(-d)“q<co, 
s=Oors=r}. 
The functions D, f, g we extend periodically and hence we can assume that 
they are 2n-periodic in x and t. We set for e small 
A: H,+ H,-,, P: H,+H, 
A(u)= -D(., u).(D,u.g(., u, ., .)+D,u)+C(.)u 
P(u)= -f( ., 24, .) .). 
Using the technique from [l] we can show, utilizing the hypothesis (ii), 
the validity of Remark 2.4 which gives us the existence of a solution h E C ’ 
of the equation A(u) + P(u) = 0 for r large. We find the good dependence 
of these solutions on e by using the standard procedure (see Theorem 3.2 
or C33). 
Equation (3.1) involves for instance the following equations 
(A) el-y’=fl(x, ~,z,e)+Ay, e= (e,, e,), eie R 
e2 .x’ =f2(x, y, z, e) + Bx 
z’ = dx, Y, z, e), 
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where fi(X, y, z, 0)=0(/x/ + ly( + lzl), A and B are hyperbolic; i.e., their 
eigenvalues do not lie on the imaginary axis. 
(B) (e,, ~‘)=f(x, Y, t,e)+Ay 
x’= (e2, dx, Y, t, e)>, 
where e, E R”, e2 E R”, ( ., . ) are scalar products, A is positive definite and 
Sk Y> t,O)=4l-4 + IYI). 
(Cl Y’=AY+fk Y) 
x’ = Bx + g(x, y), 
wheref(x,y)=o(lxl+lyl), dx,y)=4lxl+l.d), (&o)>b~b12, b>O 
and IlBll/b < 1. 
It is convenient for these examples in the first place to take the transfor- 
mation x + r. x, y + r. y, z + r. z with 0 < < 1. 
Now we shall study singular perturbations of ODE’s and PDE’s. Let us 
consider the following equation 
u’(t)=e.(A(t)u”+b(t, u(t)), (3.2) 
where A: R -+ Y(R”, R”) is smooth, 2rc-periodic, A( .) are symmetric, 
b: R x R” + R” is smooth and 2x-periodic in t. We look for a 2n-periodic 
solution. We put u = c + o, where c is constant, Jp u = 0. Then 
u’ = e. (A( .)u” + b( ., c + u)). 
Hence 
0’ = e. Q(A( .)u” + b( ., c + TV)) 
O=f’(b(., c+u)+A(.)u”), 
Q=Z-P, u(t) dt. 
Let 
Hf = (u: R + R”, u is 2nperiodic, Pu = 0 and (u, u), < co >, 
where 
(u, u), = j-;’ (Dru, D’u) dt, Du = u’. 
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Let 
MI,= max ID”ul. s<r,tc <o,zr> 
We solve the first equation 
u’ = e. Q(Ad’ + b( ., c + v)). 
Using the integration by parts we have 
s 2n (A 
#, v’) dt= -1 2 s o2n (A 
‘v’, v’) dt. 
0 
We have by the same way 
I(A(.)v”, u’)~I <C+‘/; for s>O. 
We compute by the theorem of composition [ 1 ] 
Ib(-, u)l,<C.(l+ 14s) for Ilull0< 1. 
We note that Iu’]~> ]u)~. 
Hence we obtain 
(Lu,Ju),>~.lulf-,, s=r-2, E>O 
(Lu,Ju),B~-lul;, IJUl,<C~lUl,-l 
I6u)l,GE.(l + Iuls), 
where 
Lu=u’-esQA(.)u”, I4 G 1, Ju = u’, 
F(u)=e.Qb(., c-t-u), Il40~ 1. 
Now we can apply Theorem 2.2 for the existence of a 2rr-periodic solution 
of the above equation. 
We shall now prove continuous dependence uon c in HT. Let ui, i= 1,2 
be the corresponding solutions of the equation Lvi = e. F(c, + vi). Then for 
w=o2--v~ 
w’ = e . Q(Aw” + b( ., c2 + v2) - b( ., cl + u,)) 
(w’(~~e-F.(w’l~+e.c((c,-c21 + 1~1:) 
~e.c.Iw’l~+e.c.(Ic,-c,l+ Iw’li). 
This implies Iw’(z<e.c. Icl -c2/ for lel + 1. 
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Hence the bifurcation equation 
G(e, c) = P(b( ., c + u(e, c)) + A( -) u”(e, c)) 
is continuous. Since 
G(0, c) = & 1’” b( t, c) dz 
0 
we have proved. 
THEOREM 3.2. Equation (3.2) has a solution for each small e E R if 
B,, I’” b(t, .) dt, 0 #O 
> 
for some K > 0. 
0 
Now we generalize Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.3. Consider the following equation 
u;(r) = ei ..fi(u,l(th UI(~), -., 4th th i = 1, . . . . n, (3.3) 
where fi E C O” and 2x-periodic in t, 1.4~: R + R are 2x-periodic, e, E R. Then 
this equation has a solution for each small e if 
deg 
( 
B,, j:’ f(0, ., 3) 4 0) Z 0 for some K > 0, 
where f = ( fi, . . . . f,). 
Proof. The proof is similar as in Theorem 3.2. In this case we have 
DF(u)u = (A( .)u” + B( .(u) .e + u’, 
where F(u) = u’ -e . f(u, u”), u = (u,, . . . . u,), and A( .) are symmetric 
matrices. For the achievement of the bifurcation equation we use 
Theorem 2.8 and the technique from [ 11. 
The condition deg(B,, jp f(0, -, r) dr, 0) # 0 holds for instance for a 
mapping f which has the property 
6) liq,i + ,Cji? f(O, x, t) dt - B(x))/lxl = 0 
(ii) B: R” + R” is a continuous mapping, B( -u) = -B(u) and 
IB(u)l>c-1~1, c>O. 
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Iff(0, 0, .) = 0 then Eq. (3.3) has the trivial solution 0. If the mappingfhas 
the properties 
(i) lim ,x, + ,tff” fK4 x, t) dt - ~x)ll4 = 0 
(ii) (det f? D,f(O, 0, t) dt) .det A < 0 
then the degree theory gives immediately the existence of a nontrivial 
solution of (3.3) for each small e. 
Analogously we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Consider the equation 
-u;‘(t) = ei.fi(u(“(t), ul(t), . . . . u,(t), t), i = 1, ..,) n, 
where fie C”, fi are 2x-periodic in t, ui: R + R are 2n-periodic, eiE R. Then 
this equation has a solution for each small e if 
deg B,, ~~‘fto, ., s) ds, 0) # 0 for some K > 0. 
Proof: We put F(u) = -u” - w(u”‘, u + z, .) .e, where u = (ul, . . . . u,), 
e = (el, . . . . en), f = tf,, . . . . f,), and z is constant. Then 
I;:H;+H;-, 
DF(u)v = -u” - eQ(A( .)u”’ - B( .)u), 
where ( .) are symmetric matrices. Using the standard arguments [ 1 ] we 
obtain 
for Ilull,< 1, Ilull,,< 1, e is small, u, VEC~, r-s=3. Hence, for 
P,DF(u)v = P,h 
bl,Qc.lhl, 
bl,<c.(lhls+ 1+ l4r~ll4ld. 
Here P, are usually truncation operators in Hf. Using Theorem 2.8 (the 
term I( u II 0 we estimate by the Sobolev inequality [ 1 ] ) we have the bifurca- 
tion equation and we proceed as in Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.5. Consider the equation 
-dui=ei.f,(D!ui, ~1, . . . . u,, x), i = 1, . . . . n, 
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where A is the Laplacian, ui: R” -+ R are 2n-periodic in each component of 
XER”‘, eiE R, fiE Cm(R x R” x R”, R) are 2x-periodic in x, and 
D;u, = 
ahi 
axj, axi, ax,’ 
Then this equation has a solution for each small e if 
deg(B,,~~i.~.~~nf(O, .,x)dx,O)+O forsome K>O. 
A similar problem is considered in [7]. 
Remark 3.6. It is not difficult to see that the above bifurcation equa- 
tions are at least continuously differentiable by c for each small e [3]. 
Hence by the implicit function theorem there exists a branch of solutions, 
for instance in Theorem 3.4 if [F f (0, x0, s) ds = 0, lp D, f(0, x0, s) ds is 
invertible for some x0. 
If we consider the following simple version of (3.3) 
-4 = e, . gl(x;, xl, t) 
xL=e,-, ~g,-l(x~,x”-,, t) 
4 = e, . g,(x;‘, x,, t), 
where g, E Cm(R x R x R, R) and 2n-periodic in t. Then the conditions of 
Remark 3.6 have the form 
s 1’ g,(O, zi, t) dt = 0, I 
2n a 
o z gi(O, zi, t) dt ZO 
for some zi E R, gi = gi( y, x, t), i = 1, ,.., n. 
There is a unique branch of solutions near x,, in Remark 3.6 (see the last 
remark of this paper). Now we consider the equation 
24: = e* . fi(e, u:, ulr . . . . u,, t), i = 1, . . . . n, (3.4) 
where fiE C", ui: R + R are 2a-periodic, fi are 2n-periodic in t, e E R. We 
assume that 
f *" f(O,O,O, t) dt=O, 5 
2n 
Ker D, f (0, 0, 0, t) dt = Rv, 
0 0 
s 2n <D,f(O, O,O, t) dt, w> ZO, 0 
j-'" (D:f(O,O,O, t)(u, u) dt, w> ~0, 
0 
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where f(e, z, x, t) = (fi , . . . . f,)(e, z, x, t), ( . , . ) is a scalar product in R”, 
Ker jF(D,f(O, 0, 0, 2))’ dt = Rw. (+ = transpose). 
THEOREM 3.7. If Eq. (3.4) satisfies the above conditions then for each 
small e (see Remark 3.13) 
(i) Equation (3.4) has not a small solution for e < ( > ) 0. 
(ii) Equation (3.4) possesses precisely 2 small solutions for e > ( < ) 0. 
Proof The proof is similar as in Theorem 3.3. In this case the second 
bifurcation equation Q: R x R” + R” has the singularity fold in (0,O); i.e., 
we have 
Q(O, 0) = 0, Ker D, Q(0, 0) = Ru, <of Q(Q O)(u, u), z> Z 0, 
<D,Q(O, O), z> ZO, Ker(D,Q(O, O))+ = Rz, Q = Q(e, c). 
We can apply Theorem 2.8 for the following set of problems. Let us con- 
sider the same operators L, J, F as in Theorem 2.2 but in this case we 
assume 
(Lv, Jv), 2 c. I4 f,, r’ - s 2 0, r - s’ > 0 are constant 
I(Df’(~)v,Jv),l 6c.(l + Ids+n. IvI;)~+ blf,, JIH, -, H,, 
where O<n<r’+r-2s, O<b, n, bare constant, Iu)~, Ivl,,<l, U, VEIJ R,. 
Then for a small e E R and G(u) = Lu -e . F(u) we have 
(~G(~~~,J~~,~~~~l~l~.-(~+l~l,+.~l~l~~2~ 
for lulo, lvlo< 1, 4 vEU R,. 
Thus for P,DG(u)v=P,h, VEH,, lvl,<cc~hl, we have 
~~I~I:~l~l,~I~l,+,-,~+~~+l~l~+n~I~I~~2~ 
We assume that P,: H, c H, + n Hi c H, are orthogonal for each N, r. 
Since Iv/ r+s--s,<~.Nd.I~lr, for d=max{O,r+s-s’-r’), using s+n< 
r’ + r-s one can show that 
Ivl,&~(Ihl,X’+ 1 + lul,~+~~;lvl~). 
Since Ihls<c.lhl,, and Ivlo<c.lhlo we obtain the required inequality in 
Theorem 2.8. 
The previous results we can extend for more general problems. Let us 
consider 
Diui=e.fi(t, u, Du, . . . . Dju, Dif’ui), j>O, i= 1, . . . . ri, 
505/89/2-2 
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where fi E C” are 2x-periodic in t, Dku = (Dku,, . . . . Dku,), D”u =.u, e E R is 
small. We decompose this equation 
D’ui = e(Z- P) fi(t, z + u, . . . . D’+ ‘ui) 
0 = Pfi(t, z + u, . . . . D’+ ‘ui), 
where Pu = (1/27c) fp U(S) ds, u E HF, z is constant. 
Iffy is linear in D j+ ‘ui for each i = 1, . . . . fi then we solve the first equation 
by Theorem 2.2 putting Ju = Dji 2 u. We take Ju = Dju for general cases 
and then we use Theorem 2.8. Indeed, we obtain 
for Lu = Dju, 
F(u)=e(Z- P)(f,(t, z+u, . . . . Di+‘ul), . . . . ffi(t, z+u, . . . . Dj+‘u,)) 
using the technique from [ 11, 
W JW44f+, 
for each u, u E Coo, Pu = Pu = 0, and Ilull M, llullo < c, for some constant M. 
Hence in this case 
r’=s+j, r=s+j+l, n=j+ 1 
andj+ 1 <2j+ 1 =s+j+s+j+ 1-2s. The term Ilull we estimate by the 
Sobolev lemma [ 11. 
In this case the following problem appears. We consider a one- 
parametric continuous family of periodic functions y, E C “(R, R”), 
SE (a, b) such that yS has the period p(s) > 0. Now we try to find the 
parameter s E (a, b) such that the equation 
xi = ei. fi(xy, x1, . . . . x,, y,), i = 1, . . . . n (3.5) 
possesses a small p(s)-periodic solution for each small e = (e,, ., e,), where 
fi E Cm. This problem we solve using the same procedure as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3 and we obtain 
THEOREM 3.8. Zf there exists an s E (a, b) such that 
s 
P(S) 
f(O, 0, y,(t)) dt = 0 
0 
s 
P(S) 
D,f ((40, v,(t)) dt Z 0, 
0 
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where f= (fl, . . . . fn), then Eq. (3.5) h as a p(s)-periodic solution x(e, .) for 
each small e such that x(e, .) --f 0 as e --f 0. 
For instance, if f has the property 
ftz,x,Y)=Ax+By+~(lxl)+~(lzl), 
where A E Y(R”), det A # 0, BE Y(R”, R”), then the conditions of 
Theorem 3.8 are satisfied for s E (a, b) such that 
s 
P(S) 
y,(t) dt E Ker B. 
0 
We solve a similar problem as in Theorem 3.8 for the following.equation 
Qt u, u’, u”, u”‘, y(s, - )) - u” = 0, (3.6) 
where u: R + R is 2n-periodic, Q E C w(R5, R), y E C”(R x R, R), y(s, .) are 
2x-periodic, ~(0, . ) = 0 and 
;. QtQ 0, 0, 0, 0) = 0 for i<4, Q(0, 0, 0, 0, 0) = 0 
I 
T& QtQ (JO, 0, 0) Z 0, 
5 
& Q(0, 0, 0, 0,O) # 0. 
1 
THEOREM 3.9. Zf~~(d/iYs) ~(0, t) dt # 0 then the following cases hold (see 
Remark 3.14): 
(i) Equation (3.6) has precisely 2 small solutions for each small 
s>(<)O. 
(ii) Equation (3.6) has not a small solution for s < ( > ) 0 small. 
We turn to Eq. (3.1). We suppose that 
ftx,~,t,O)=A~+otlxl+l~l) 
gtx, Y, t, O)=Bx+4lxl+ 1~11, 
(3.7) 
where A and B are hyperbolic. Then using the technique from the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 we see that the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 3.10. Zf (3.1) has the properties (3.7) then Eq. (3.1) possesses a 
2a-periodic solution x( ., e), y( -, e) f or each small e such that x( ., e) + 0, 
y(-,e)+O as e-0. 
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Finally, let us consider the equation 
x’ = e. (g,(x”, x, Y, e) + Y) 
Y’ = e. k2W’, x, Y, e) - x), 
(3.8) 
where gi E C “(R x R x R x R, R), g,(O, 0, 0, e) = 0. We try to find nontrivial 
periodic solutions of (3.8) for a small e # 0 bifurcating from x = 0, y = 0, 
e = 0. We rescale the independent variable t + t/(e . S) and obtain 
s.x’=g,(e2.s2x”,x, y,e)+y 
s . x’ = g2(e2 .s2y”, x, y, e) - x. 
(3.9) 
We suppose that 
and if A(e) is the eigenvalue of 
then (a/se) Re A(O) # 0. 
THEOREM 3.11. If the above conditions are held, then (see Remark 3.13) 
(i) Equation (3.9) has a branch of nontrivial p(e)-periodic solutions 
x(e), y(e) for each small e > ( < ) 0 such that 
x(e), y(e) + 0, p(e) + a as e-+0. 
(ii) Equation (3.9) has no nontrivial periodic solution for each small 
e < ( > ) 0 which is small. 
Proof: We solve (3.9) near s - 1, e - 0. First, we need the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.12. There is a constant c > 0 such that 
(Lu, Lo), 2 c. (0, u)1 for VEH,XH, 
(v, (sin t, cos t)). = 0, (v, (cos t, -sin t)). = 0, 
where v = (v,, II,), L(u,, u2) = (vi - v2, vi + ul) 
. w1 + v2. w2) dt, (4 w), = (VT WI0 + (0’3 w’),. 
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Proof: For the Fourier expansions 
m 
u1 = a, + 1 ai. sin it f bi. cos it, 
r=l 
v3 
we have 
u2 = co + C ci. sin it + di s cos it 
i= 1 
(Lu,Lu),=c~+a~+ f ((iui-di)2+(idi-ai)2 
i= 1 
f (ibi + Ci)’ + (ic, + bj)2). 
Using (u, (sin t, cos t)) o = 0, (u, (cos t, -sin t)) 0 = 0 we obtain a, = 4, 
and c1 = b,. We note that 
We set 
(sin t, cm t), (cos t, -sin t) E Ker L. 
\o 0 1 il 
Then 
i 1 -- 
i2-1’ i2-l’ cl 2 0 
-1 i 
-- 
i*-1’ i2-l’ 0 , 0 
0) 0 i-1 
’ i2 - 1’ i2 _ ] 
0) 0 -1i 
‘i2--l’i2-] 
Hence, IP;‘I <c.(i/(i2-l)). 
We see that 
(Lu9 LO)CJ=c~+ ai+ C (PiWi, PiWi) f 8(d: + Cf), 
i=2 
where Wi= (a,, di, bi, c;). 
222 
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Since 
+ 8(d: + c;). 
(v,u),=ci+ai+ f (i2+1).Iwi12, 
i= 1 
i2-1 * 0 1 i .--cc0 i*+ 1 for ia 
we can conclude the proof of the lemma. 
Define 
Pv = (((u, (sin t, cos t)). . (sin t, cos t) 
+ (u, (cos t, -sin t)). . (cos t, -sin t)))/2n 
and we rewrite (3.9) in the form 
Lw = QG(w, u, s, e) 
0 = PG(w, v, s, e), 
where wEKerP, i.e., wIKerL, vEKerL, Q=Z-P, 
G(w, u, s, e) = (g,(e2s2x”, x, y, e) + (1 -s) . y, g,(e’s*y”, x, y, e 
+(s-l).x)/s,w+v=(x,y). 
1 
below The first equation we solve using Lemma 3.12 and the idea 
Theorem 3.7 with J= L. Hence we obtain the final bifurcation equation 
Z? U-+R’, 
where U is a neighbourhood of the point (0, 0,l) E R* x R x R. On the 
other hand, there are the representations of SO(2) over H, x H, 
r(.)(v,Y Q)(f) = (u,(t + -1, v,(t + .)). 
Here H, = {u: R + R*, u is 2n-periodic, (a, u)~ + (a, u), < co }. We see that 
P*T=T.P and M(Tw, TV, s, e) = rhf(w, v, s, e), 
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where 
M(w, v, s, e)=Lw-G(w, v, s, e). (3.10) 
Hence we can use [2, Theorems 7.2.4 and 7.2.71. The assumptions of these 
theorems for our Eq. (3.10) have the same form as for the Hopf bifurcation 
[2] since the terms e’s*x”, e2,s2y” in (3.10) have the order (II and these 
assumptions contain at most the first derivative by e in the point 
(6% LO) = (w, 0, s, e). 
Note, that we do not consider a coefficient of Theorem 7.2.9 from [2] since 
it has a tedious calculation. On the other hand, we silently assume that this 
coefficient is nonzero. 
Remark 3.13. We have always considered only sufficiently smooth 
C-solutions with large r throughout this paper. Small solutions have been 
also assumed as C-small solutions with a suitable large r. 
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